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CASA children are often placed with family members – or with someone they already know -  

instead of in a traditional foster home (TFH). Placing children with someone they know and 

feel safe with can mitigate the feelings of loss caused by removal and can help reduce trauma. 

Relative or fictive kin placements are typically considered by DCFS from the beginning of 

agency involvement. Such placements can ultimately become an option for permanency. 

Intact placement – children remain at home with their natural parents under the 

supervision of the juvenile court and DCFS 

Relative placement – children are placed with extended family, e.g. aunt, grandparents, 

cousin, etc. 

Fictive Kin – children are placed with an individual, unrelated by birth or marriage, who 

has personal or emotional ties with the children or their family prior to the placement 

(e.g. family friends, school staff, babysitters, etc.). Someone who is known to, and 

trusted by, the child(ren). 

Advocates will sometimes encounter dynamics in such placements which differ from a 

traditional foster home. For example such caregivers often: 

 Want to help the children but can become overwhelmed by the complexities and chaos 

of this entirely unexpected and disruptive situation. 

 

 Have not had foster parent training,  do not understand “the system,” and may resist 

being identified as working for DCFS 

 

 May be receiving less financial support from DCFS and may be in need of supplies for 

the children. 

 

 Express emotions (hostility, fear, guilt, defiance…and personal agendas) which aren’t 

typically experienced within a traditional foster home. 

 

Continued… 
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In such placements CASA advocates have the opportunity to become the most consistent, 

responsive, and helpful resource available to these families. The following approaches will 

contribute to your effectiveness in becoming a trusted and valued advocate for intact, 

relative, or fictive kin caregivers: 

 Be prepared to explain CASA and your role as an advocate. Bring along a CASA brochure, 

a copy of your Order of Appointment, your ID, and your contact information. 

 Be respectful of their time and home. Explain why you need to do things that may seem 

intrusive, like speaking with the child(ren) without oversight by the caregiver, seeing the 

bedrooms, and understanding who resides in their home. 

 Be culturally competent: If the family comes from a different socioeconomic group, 

race, or culture - do your homework and build your awareness about the issues, 

attitudes, barriers, etc. experienced by this group. 

 Maintain objectivity and a strengths-based perspective.  Remember you are 

information-gathering, not investigating or judging. 

 Build trust: Be patient and start with building relationships vs. information-gathering. Be 

reliable. Be forthcoming about the fact that you will be writing a report for the judge. 

Let them know who else (e.g. school) you will contact for information about the child. 

 Build common ground: focus conversations on the child(ren).  Build relationships with 

family which are centered on the child(ren). 

 Ask the CW for an introduction – Ask them to inform the family that they should expect 

you and/or make personal introductions at the courthouse or a joint visit. 

 Talk with your Advocate Manager about identifying resources which benefit the entire 

family. Your manager can help you avoid overstepping and taking on the responsibilities 

of others (CW, NPs) for obtaining those resources. 

 NEVER provide legal or case advice; refer questions to CW or the GAL. 

 Maintain confidentiality – Do not share information about the NPs or the case with 

relative/fictive kin caregivers.  Do not share information about the case (other than 

appropriate child information) with NPs. 
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 Evaluating Intact Placements  

Sometimes families who are involved in a child welfare case remain “intact,” and the 

children continue to live at home with their biological parent(s). Situations in which this 

might happen include when the immediate threat to the children has been removed from the 

home (e.g. the violent boyfriend is in jail) or when the primary safety issue involves the lack of 

resources which the state can provide now that the family is involved in a child welfare case. 

The benefit of intact placements is that the children do not experience the loss of their home, 

school and relationships, which can be frightening and traumatic.  It is important, though, to 

ensure that all of the child’s needs are being met at home.   

Advocates can observe the intact family situation to assess whether the best interests of the 

child are being met. The following provides guidelines of what to watch for, but these topics 

would typically be too intrusive to ask directly of the natural parents. 

 

What is the natural parents’ understanding about what brought their family into the child 

welfare system? Are they aware of the process and the expectations of a child welfare case? 

What is the attitude of the parents toward the agency and their service plan? Do the parents 

understand and cooperate with agency expectations?  

Are the parents aware of the resources to which they are entitled from DCFS? Are they 

receiving them? 

Are the parents aware of community-based resources (local parent support, food banks, SNAP, 

WIC) to which they have access – both during the case and after it closes? 

What are the parents’ relationships with each of their children? What is the attitude of the 

parents toward the children? The children toward the parents? How are siblings interacting 

with each other? 

Has the family identified individuals (neighbors, family, at school) who can act as 

support/backup for the children? 

If they are not together, is there a co-parenting relationship, or other form of support/backup 

between the parents? Are there any custody issues to be aware of?  
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Evaluating Placements with a Relative or Fictive Kin  

If children are moved into a relative/fictive kin placement, the positives of familiarity can 

also have tradeoffs which should be considered. The following questions can help with 

assessing the situation and whether the best interests of the child are being met: 

 

Is this seen as a potentially long term placement by the relative/fictive kin? What is their 

attitude about/commitment toward the child(ren)? 

What is the child’s history and familiarity with this relative/fictive kin? Does the child have any 

attachment to them? What is the child’s attitude toward them? 

Does this placement with relatives/fictive kin protect the child’s roots in his/her community? 

Will this placement support the child’s ethnic and cultural identity? If the placement results in 

the child leaving their ethnic/cultural community, what options are there to maintain these 

ties?  

What are the child’s thoughts and wishes regarding this placement? Have the child’s wishes 

been considered?  

What are the parents’ thoughts and wishes regarding this placement? 

What is the relationship of this relative/fictive kin with the parents? Is the relative/fictive kin 

able to be positive about the parent to the child? 

If hostile or inappropriate parental behavior occurs, is this caregiver equipped to protect the 

child? 

How will visitation be accomplished?  

 

Continued… 
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Are the relatives/fictive kin able to understand and cooperate with agency expectations? Do 

they understand that the child’s needs will likely continue beyond the closing of the case? 

Have the relatives of both parents been considered, regardless of the children’s home of 

origin?  

Is this relative/fictive kin able and willing to take all the siblings? Is this caregiver related to all 

of the siblings? If unable to take all of the siblings, does the relative understand the 

importance of maintaining the sibling bond? How will they assist in maintaining that bond? 

Have sibling attachments been considered, as well as any “toxic” sibling issues? Will placement 

with the siblings be positive for this child? 


